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Several asymptotic expansions are given for the generalized incomplete gamma
Ž .  1  tb tfunction   , x; b  H t e dt, x 0, Re b 0, b 0, as x tends tox
infinity, where the real parameter  is allowed to take negative values. In the case
bi,  0, we obtain the expansions of the decomposition functions
Ž . Ž .C  , x;  and S  , x;  . Closed form expressions are also given for  
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1. INTRODUCTION
The generalized incomplete gamma function

1 tb t  , x ; b  t e dt , x 0, Re b 0,Ž . H
x
has been applied recently in various branches of physics and engineering
Ž  .see 2, 9, 10 . The solutions of several heat conduction problems with
Ž .time-dependent boundary conditions are written in terms of   , x; b . In
  Ž .3 , asymptotic expansions for   , x; b are given for  , x 0, b 0. In
 a recent investigation of some engineering problems 4, 5, 9 , one of our
 objectives was to extend the results in 3 to the complex half-plane
Re b 0, b 0, and for negative values of the parameter  . Of particular
interest are the cases when bi,  0, for problems of periodic
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boundary conditions where the decomposition functions
 
1 tC  , x ;   t e cos dt ,Ž . H ž /tx
 
1 tS  , w ;   t e sin dt ,Ž . H ž /tx
are used for closed form solutions.
 In a recently published paper 7 , Miller and Moskowitz studied the
Žgeneralized incomplete gamma function using KdF functions hypergeo-
.metric double series of two variables . Closed form expressions involving
incomplete Weber integrals were also given. It should be pointed out that
the results obtained in this paper were derived independently and by
 different techniques than in 7 .
2. EXPANSION IN TERMS OF THE CONFLUENT
HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS
 As in 3 , the expansion in terms of the confluent hypergeometric
function is conergent and asymptotic. It proved to be an effective means
of approximation for two reasons: its fast rate of convergence and its
asymptotic character.
Using the series
n bxŽ . nb x t b x b xŽŽ t1. t . b xe  e e  e t 1 tŽ .Ý n!n0
in
 
1 tb t  1 x tb x t  , x ; b  t e dt x t e dt ,Ž . H H
x 1
we obtain
n bxŽ . n b x n1 x t  , x ; b  x e t t 1 e dtŽ . Ž .Ý Hn! 1n0

n xb x x e bx U n 1,  1, xŽ . Ž .Ý
n0

n xb x x e bx c ,Ž .Ý n
n0
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Ž .where c U n 1,  1, x is the confluent hypergeometric function.n
The above series is clearly convergent from the estimate
1 knn1 x tc  t t 1 e dt	 ,Ž .Hn n! n!1
i    for some constant k. Let b  e ,  	 2. We have for b 	 B,
kn nŽ .  Ž .    bx c 	 Bx , which shows uniform convergence in b 	 B, n n!
	 , for fixed  . For the asymptotic behavior, notice first that2
c U n 1,  1, x  xn1 , x ,Ž .n
and
n1bx c U n 2,  1, xŽ . Ž .n1 2 bx  bx , x .Ž .n U n 1,  1, xŽ .bx cŽ . n
Ž . Ž .nTherefore 	 x  bx c is an asymptotic sequence andn n
 	 xŽ .m1B x	 x 	 x 	 e  0, as x .Ž . Ž .Ý n m 	 xŽ .mnm1
Ž . Ž .This shows that the expansion is valid when bx o 1 or O 1 as x .
THEOREM. The series

n xb x  , x ; b  x e bx U n 1,  1, x , Re b 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
n0
2.1Ž .
is conergent and asymptotic as x .
Remark 1. Expansion in terms of exponential integrals when  is an integer.
Application to pulse-type line-heat source problems occur when  0,
Ž  .1 see 9 . For the convenience of the reader interested in these
applications, we write the solutions when  0,1,2, . . . ,
n bxŽ . nm b x mn1 x t m , x ; b  x e t t 1 e dtŽ . Ž .Ý Hn! 1n0
n x t n bx eŽ . k nm b x x e 1 dt ,Ž .Ý Ý H mk1ž /kn! t1n0 k0
hence
n nbxŽ . k nm b x m , x ; b  x e 1 E x , 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý mk1ž /kn!n0 k0
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Ž . Ž . xwhere E x is the exponential integral, and E x  e x as x , forn n
fixed n.
Remark 2. Applications to the decomposition function C and S . The 
Ž . Ž .expansions for C and S can be obtained from 2.1 and 2.2 by taking 
Ž .real and imaginary parts of   , x;i .
COROLLARY. For  0, we hae
  n xC  , x ;   x e x cos  n U n 1,  1, xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý ž /x 2n0
2.3aŽ .
  n xS  , x ;   x e x sin  n U n 1,  1, x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý ž /x 2n0
2.3bŽ .
and in the case  0,1,2, . . .
n x  Ž .mC m , x ;   x cos  nŽ . Ý ž /n! x 2n0
n
k n
 1 E x 2.4aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý mk1ž /k
k0
n x  Ž .mS m , x ;   x sin  nŽ . Ý ž /n! x 2n0
n
k n
 1 E x . 2.4bŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý mk1ž /k
k0
3. EXPANSION IN TERMS OF THE INCOMPLETE
GAMMA FUNCTIONS
 The expansion in terms of the incomplete gamma functions given in 3
remains valid for Re b 0.
n bŽ .
  , x ; b    n , x , x 0, Re b 0. 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý n!n0
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As before, we get
 2 mm
C  , x ;   1   2m , x , x 0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 2m !Ž .m0
 2 m1m
S  , x ;   1   2m 1, x , x 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 2m 1 !Ž .m0
 The last two expansions were already given in 4 .
4. EXPANSION IN TERMS OF WHITTAKER FUNCTIONS
Ž .We have mentioned that   , x; b had important applications for
negative values of  . Therefore, we are going to suppose, for the moment,
that  0. We have for b 0,
 bx
1 tb t  1 tb t  , x ; b  t e dt b t e dt.Ž . H H
x 0
Using the series expansion
n bx tŽ .t b x b xt b xe  e e  e ,Ý n!n0
we obtain
n 1 bbx
 b x 1 b t  , x ; b  b e t  t e dt.Ž . Ý H ž /n! x0n0
 Ž .Ž .From the result 6, p. 339, 3.471 2 , where the definite integral is
expressed in terms of the Whittaker function, we have the expansion

nŽ1.2 x2 b x  , x ; b  x e bx e W x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ž2 n1 .2,2
n0
x 0. 4.1Ž .
Ž  .Since see 8, p. 343
ex 2W x  ex xŽ2 n1 .2 , x ,Ž .Ž2 n1 .2,2
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one gets
nbnŽ1.2 x2 b x 1 xb xx e e bx W x  x e ,Ž . Ž .Ž2 n1 .2,2 2ž /x
x .
 Whittaker and Watson 8, p. 340 made the following important observa-
tion concerning the integral representation:
k12mz2 k
e z t
k12m tW z  t 1 e dt.Ž . Hk , m ž / 12 km zŽ . 0
Ž .This formula suffices to define W z in the critical cases when mk, m
1 Ž .  k is a negative integer, and so W z is defined for all valuesk, m2
of k and m and all values of z except negative real values.
In our notation
x 2 Ž2 n1 .2

ne x t
tW x  e dt.Ž . HŽ2 n1 .2,2 n1 n 1 Ž . 0 1 txŽ .
Ž .In view of the Whittaker representation, formula 4.1 can be extended by
the principle of analytic continuation for positive  and Re b 0.
COROLLARY. For x,  0
C  , x ;   x Ž1.2ex 2Ž .
  n
 x cos  n W xŽ . Ž .Ý Ž2 n1 .2,2ž /x 2n0
4.2aŽ .
S  , x ;   x Ž1.2ex 2Ž .
  n
 x sin  n W x .Ž . Ž .Ý Ž2 n1 .2,2ž /x 2n0
4.2bŽ .
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5. EXPANSION IN TERMS OF LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS
 The following expansion given in 3

n1 xb x n   , x ; b  x e 1 n! x L bx , x , 5.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý n
n0

Ž .where the L z are the Laguerre polynomials, can be extended in then
right half-plane Re b 0 and also for negative values of  . It should be
pointed out however that this series is asymptotic but not convergent. We
give here the corresponding expansions of the decomposition functions C
 Ž . nand S . Let L z  l  l z l z ; then as x , we have n 0 1 n
n 1 n! Ž .
1 xC  , x ;   x e l cos  Ž . Ý 0nx xn0
n  
l cos  n 5.2aŽ .n ž / ž /x x 2
n 1 n! Ž .
1 xS  , x ;   x e l sin  Ž . Ý 0nx xn0
n  
l sin  n . 5.2bŽ .n ž / ž /x x 2
1 36. CLOSED FORM EXPRESSIONS FOR  , , . . .2 2
1 1 In 3 , a closed form explicit expression was given when  , ,2 2
3 , . . . ,2
1 n , x ; bŽ .2
Žn12.2 ' ' ' b K 2 b erfc x  bxŽ . Ž .n12
nŽn12.2 ' ' b K 2 b  1  I 2 bŽ .Ž . Ž .ž /n12 n12
' ' erfc x  bxŽ .
n1
xb x j12 Žnj.2 ' ' 2 e x b I 2 b K 2 bŽ . Ž .Ý ½ j12 n12
j0
n j1 ' ' 1 K 2 b I 2 b , 6.1Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . 5j12 n12
 where I and K are the modified Bessel functions 1, Sect. 9.6 .
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We are interested here in a similar closed form expression for negative
half integer values of  . From
' '1  ' '2 b 2 b' '' ' , x ; b  e erfc x  bx  e erfc x  bxŽ . Ž .ž /2 2 2
6.2Ž .
1 1  '2 b ' '  , x ; b  e erfc x  bxŽ .(ž /2 2 b
1  '2 b ' ' e erfc x  bx 6.3Ž .Ž .(2 b
Ž  .see 3 , and the recursion relation,
  1, x ; b  b1  1, x ; b   b1  , x ; bŽ . Ž . Ž .
 b1 xexb x , 6.4Ž .
we have
' 1
1 32 ' ' 32, x ; b  b  b erfc x  bxŽ . Ž .ž /2 2
' 1
1 32 ' ' b  b erfc x  bxŽ .ž /2 2
 b1 x12exb x
and
' 3 3
32 2 52 ' ' 52, x ; b  b  b  b erfc x  bxŽ . Ž .ž /2 2 4
' 3 3
32 2 52 ' ' b  b  b erfc x  bxŽ .ž /2 2 4
3
1 32 2 12 xb x b x  b x e .ž /2
In the same way, a similar closed form expression can be found for other
Ž . Ž . Ž .negative half integer values of  . Formulae 6.2 , 6.3 , and 6.4 can be
Ž .regarded as the basis for a numerical method for computing   , x; b
3 5when  , , . . . .2 2
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Ž .Our objective now is to find a general formula similar to 6.1 valid when
1Ž . Ž . n . For computational reasons, let us rewrite 6.1 in a slightly2
different form:
1
 n , x ; bž /2
Žn12.2 ' ' ' b K 2 b erfc x  bxŽ . Ž .n12
n Žn12.2 ' ' 1 b I 2 b  I 2 bŽ . Ž . Ž .n12 n122
' ' erfc x  bxŽ .
n1
xb x j12 Žnj.2 ' ' 2 e x b I 2 b K 2 bŽ . Ž .Ý ½ j12 n12
j0
n j1 ' ' 1 K 2 b I 2 b . 6.1Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . 5j12 n12
'Ž .'Notice that in the coefficient of erfc x  bx , we have used the
Ž  Ž ..relation see 1, p. 443, 10.2.4
n' 'K 2 b  1  I 2 bŽ .Ž . Ž .n12 n12
n ' ' 1 I 2 b  I 2 b ,Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /n12 n122
where the right hand side is easier to compute.
For n 1, 2, . . . , we have
1
 n , x ; bž /2
 bxn32 tb t Žn12. n12 tb t t e dt b t e dtH H
x 0
 
Ž n12. n12 tb t n12 tb t b t e dt t e dtH H
0 bx
1 b
Ž n12.2 Žn12.' 2b K 2 b  b  n , ; b .Ž .n12 ž /2 x
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1 bŽ .Before using the closed form expression for  n , ; b , notice the2 x
simplification
b
Žn12.2 ' 'b K 2 b erfc  xŽ . (n12 ž /x
Žn12.2 Žn12.2' ' ' ' 2b K 2 b  b K 2 b erfc x  bx ,Ž . Ž . Ž .n12 n12
Ž . Ž .where we have used erfc z  2 erfc z ; hence
Ž n12.2 Žn12.2 Žn12.2' '2b K 2 b  b 2b K 2 bŽ . Ž .½n12 n12
Žn12.2 ' ' 'b K 2 b erfc x  bxŽ . Ž . 5n12
Ž n12.2 ' ' ' b K 2 b erfc x  bx .Ž . Ž .n12
Therefore
1
 n , x ; bž /2
Ž n12.2 ' ' ' b K 2 b erfc x  bxŽ . Ž .n12
n1 Žn12.2 ' ' 1 b I 2 b  I 2 bŽ . Ž . Ž .n12 n122
' ' erfc x  bxŽ .
n1
xb x j12 Žnj.2 ' ' 2 e x b I 2 b K 2 bŽ . Ž .Ý ½ j12 n12
j0
n j ' ' 1 K 2 b I 2 b . 6.5Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . 5j12 n12
Remark 1. It should be pointed out that for negative half integer  , the
extension in the right half-plane Re b 0, goes with the restriction b 0,
which is not the case for positive  .
Ž .Remark 2. We have verified that the general formula 6.5 gives the
Ž . Ž .same result for  32, x; b and  52, x;b obtained at the begin-
ning of this section.
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